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V7.8 Release Notes 

 

  

YPLM#      Feature List 

1949 Admin Folder:  YuniquePLM now includes the following languages: Estonian, Latvian, Czech 
and Slovakian. 

2117 Adobe Plugin: Enabled asynchronous uploads which allows the user to continue working while 
the application continues to process the uploaded images.  

1814 Application Configuration: Updated the EAV functionality within the Control Panel Care 
Template to allow EAV changes made within the template to also be reflected in the Style.  

2049 Application Configuration: Added EAV configurations within the Style Folder Sourcing 
Quote/Commitment Grid.  

2092 Application Configuration: Updated EAV configurations when Field Label changes made to one 
style folder/style type no longer automatically applies to other style folder/style types.  

1443 BOM: Users can now search by color code or name within the Material Color popup on the 
BOM colorway. We’ve also implemented paging to reduce system load time.  

1950 Color Folder:  Added a technical option to pull the color name field from a database table.   

2048 Color Folder: Updated the Pantone TPG Color library to including missing colors for a total of 
2,310 colors.  

822 Sample Request: Corrected an issue with the Sample comment print preview, not including 
the text color defined in the fit comments.   
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YPLM#     Defect List 
1624 Application Configuration:  Corrected an issue where the CopyStyleNo was missing from the 

Style search EAV configuration page. 

1907 Application Configuration: Corrected an issue where the Sub Category was missing from the 
Style Search EAV Configuration page.  

1536 Application General:  Corrected an issue where the Srmon access indicator was unchecked 
after a system upgrade within the Partner account. 

1573 Application General: Corrected an issue with a file name including an apostrophe resulted in 
the download of the wrong file format.  

2001 Application General: Corrected an issue where decimal fields with the formatting of "0,00" 
resulted in error. 

1892 BOM, Color Folder, and Material Folder:  Corrected an issue where adding a color with the 
same name, color code, and differing RGB codes, automatically replaced an existing color. Now 
a user will receive a notification warning the user of the duplicate name and code, prompting 
the user to make modifications.  

1482 BOM: Corrected an issue with the sort order of a Material Group Items not carrying over to the 
BOM.   

1361 BOM: Corrected an issue with sorting materials when copying materials from one BOM to 
another. 

1508 BOM: Updated the BOM Colorway to auto save color, size and treatment selections. 

1501 Control Panel: Corrected an issue in the Measurement Template where editing values to any 
page after the first, resulted with the user automatically returning to the first page. Now the 
user remains on the same page where the data was changed. 

2052 Line List:  Corrected an issue when adding a style with a lot of seasons and BOM data to a Line 
List caused a timeout. 

1529 Material Folder: Users are now able to modify the Material Group’s UOM (unit of measure.) 

1509 Sample Request: Corrected an issue within the Sample Request where previously selected 
sample details were erased after selecting a Partner on a 2nd page. 

1812 Tech Pack: Corrected an issue where the on the fly Tech Pack Cover page did not match the 
system App setting.  
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